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will hint the opinion, that " the difference between
Common the qualities above mentioned and Re-
language on ligion, is rather a verbal or logical, than
this head. a reaj an(j essential difference; for in
truth what are they but Religion in substance if
not in name! Is it not the great end of Religion,
and in particular the glory of Christianity, to
extinguish the malignant passions; to curb the
violence, to control the appetites, and to smooth
the asperities of man; to make us compassionate,
and kind, and forgiving one to another; to make
us good husbands, good fathers, good friends, and
to render us active and useful in the discharge
of the relative, social, and civil duties ? We do
not deny that in the general mass of society, and
particularly in the lower orders, such conduct and
tempers cannot be diffused and maintained by any
other medium than that of Religion* But if the
end be effected, surely it is only unnecessary re-
finement to dispute about the means. It is even
to forget your own principles; and to refuse its
just place to solid practical virtue, while you assign
too high a value to speculative opinions.1'
Thus a fatal distinction is admitted between
Morality and Religion : a great and desperate error,
of which it is the more necessary to t£ke notice;
because many who would condemn, as too strong,
the language in which this opinion is sometimes
openly avowed, are yet more or less tinctured with
the notion itself; and under the habitual and almost
unperceived influence of this beguiling suggestion,
are vainly solacing their imaginations, and repress-
ing their well-grounded fears concerning their own
state; and are also quieting their just solicitude
concerning the spiritual condition of others, and
soothing themselves in the neglect of friendly en-
deavours for their improvement.

